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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
COMPLIANCE NOTICE ISSUED FOR VIDEO SLOT MACHINE
This voluntary announcement is made by DYNAM JAPAN HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. (the
“Company”). On 6 September 2018, the Company executed a joint development
agreement with Weike Gaming Technology (S) Pte. Ltd. (“WEIKE”), a company
incorporated in Singapore (the “Joint Development Agreement”), and has been
jointly developing the video slot machine (the “Machine”) in compliance with Macau
EGM Technical Standards Version 1.1 (the “Standards”) established by The Gaming
Inspection and Coordination Bureau (“DICJ”), the gaming authority of Macau. On this
occasion, the board of directors (the “Board”) of the Company is pleased to announce
that the notice of compliance with the Standards has been issued on 28 March 2019
for the Machine by BMM Testlabs, a major testing laboratory authorized by DICJ.
Upon the issuance of the notice of compliance for the Machine, an application for
approval of the Machine will be filed with DICJ. Upon obtaining the approval of the
Machine by DICJ, the Machine will be manufactured and sold to casino facilities in
Macau.
Under the Joint Development Agreement, the Company shall be responsible for
planning and developing the gaming software incorporating game elements of
pachinko supported by Japanese users for many years and WEIKE shall be
responsible for developing the hardware, implementing the above gaming software
thereon, making submission of applications to BMM Testlabs and DICJ,
manufacturing the approved Machines and selling them to casino facilities in Macau.
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Moving forward, through the partnership with WEIKE, the Company will be committed
to spreading video slot machines incorporating pachinko game elements to the mass
market, and letting more casino users know the attractiveness of pachinko as daily
entertainment.
By order of the Board
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